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2:13:00
Kyle Lyenberger covered a training session for law enforcement officers in 

Arkansas being trained on anti terrorism tractics.  The training session were 

held in Springdale and the report dealt with the training the officers receive 

and the information they gather to determine possible terrorist threats 

locally.  The training has become necessary even on a local level after the 

9/11 attacks to help gather tips on any terrorist activity.  
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2:15:00 Reporter Cassidy Hodges filed a report on efforts of a local school district and requirements to serve 

nutritious lunches in efforts to fight child obeisity.  School nutritionists were interviewed about their 

resources.  The report also stated that only a third of a childs diet comes from school and interviewed a 

local organization's efforts to incorporate a 26 week program to impement healthy decisions with farm 

visits along with nutrional education for parents and children.

1:49
A story filed by Kyle Lyenberger included interviewswith local farmers and 

Arkansas extension agents regarding recent precipitation and it's affects on 

drought conditions.  The report detailed the drought of 2012 and it's affects 

on local live stock and crops.  The area normally has over 48 inches of rain in 

a year, but 2012 had just over 30 inches.    While still too early in the year 

to tell  how good it will be for rain this year, the recent rains and snows 

2:02:00
A new report showed that 10% of Arkansans have diabetes, which is 2% above the 

national average.  Reporter Rebecca Jeffrey interviewed a local 10 year old boy 

who was diagnosed  and  local volunteers with the American diabetes association 

and their efforts to bring awareness and raise money for reasearch for the 

disease.  The story also detailed an upcoming fund raising event that sent 

children to camp to teach them more about diabetes.
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1:40
Reporter Kyle Lyenberger filed a story on efforts of local police efforts to 

cut down on distracted driving.  The report had video on site of a busy 

intersection that police targeted for a 2 day period and noted 70 stops made in 

a few hours.  One police officer working on the crack down said that texting 

while driving was not the only definition of distracted driving.  Police wanted 

to bring awareness to the dangers of distracted driving as a result of their 
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6-Feb-13 9:00pm 2:32 Following the shooting at Sandy Hook Elementary school, reporter Marissa Stevens filed a story on efforts 

of local police to increase patrols at area school grounds.   The report interviewed school and alw 

enforcement officials, of around 60 visits to various school grounds in a week.  School authorities said that 

the visits helped to ease anxiities of parents and students.  The officer visits were reported to be creating 

good will and hopes to implement saftey and good choice messages.
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A filed report on a local lawmaker seeking an evaluation of underground power 

lines in Arkansas. The story detailed the efforts of a state representative to 

ask for the evaluation after several power outages suffered by local residents 

due to weather related issues.  State representative Jon Woods was quoted as 

saying that burying power lines was feasible, but could cost tens of millions 

of dollars.

9:00pm

 9:00pm 2:13:00  Reporter Cassidy Hodges reported on an increase to local ER's on flu related illnesses.  A local doctor 

was interviewed for the story who said there was an increase this year over last year in the number of flu 

cases with the forecast for a heavy flu season.  He said the best prevention is a flu shot and good 

hygiene.  Also was discussed the apprehensions of people to get a flu shot and the importance of getting 

a flu shot, especially this year with a heavy flu strain forcast.
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Rebecca Jeffrey reported on an increase for concealed gun permits locally.   

She interviwed the owner of a concealed license class who said that the classes 

have been filling up in recent weeks and that the largest demographic seeking 

concealed licenses were women wanting protection, about 25% being first time 

gun owners.  The report also detailed requirments for a concealed gun permit in 

Arkansas.
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Cyber Crime Marissa Stevens reported on a new sheriff recently sworn in detailing his plan 

to battle cyber crime.  Sheriff Kelly Crudduck says he was establishing a new 

unit of 4 detrctives to patrol cyber predators.  The new Sherriff said he was 

working with the quorum court for approval of his iniative, but said that it 

was a part of his plan to keep children safer on the internet.   He also said 

uniformed officers would spend more time on school grounds to help curb gang 
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